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Abstract: Transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) semi-
conductor heterostructures are actively explored as a new
platform for quantum optoelectronic systems. Most state of
the art devices make use of insulating hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN) that acts as a wide-bandgap dielectric

encapsulating layer that also provides an atomically
smooth and clean interface that is paramount for proper
device operation. We report the observation of large,
through-hBN photocurrents that are generated upon opti-
cal excitation of hBN encapsulated MoSe2 and WSe2
monolayer devices. We attribute these effects to Auger
recombination in the TMDs, in combination with an
asymmetric band offset between the TMD and the hBN. We
present experimental investigation of these effects and
compare our observations with detailed, ab-initio
modeling. Our observations have important implications
for the design of optoelectronic devices based on encap-
sulated TMDdevices. In systemswhere precise charge-state
control is desired, the out-of-plane current path presents
both a challenge and an opportunity for optical doping
control. Since the current directly depends on Auger
recombination, it can act as a local, direct probe of both the
efficiency of the Auger process aswell as its dependence on
the local density of states in integrated devices.

Keywords:Auger excitation; 2Dmaterials; optoelectronics;
transition metal dichalcogenides.

1 Introduction

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) [1] have recently
attracted significant interest for their optoelectronic
properties [2], which are dominated by strongly bound
excitons. As van der Waals (vdW) 2D materials, TMDs can
be incorporated into complex, high cleanliness vdW het-
erostructures tailored to a myriad of possible applications
[3]. In particular, such systems can be used to isolate and
manipulate electronic and excitonic excitations which
allow the creation of engineered, controlled quantum
systems [4, 5]. In general, such heterostructures rely on
hexagonal boron-nitride (hBN) [6] as an atomically clean
dielectric encapsulation layer to separate the active ma-
terials from each other, surrounding electrostatic gates,
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and the environment [7]. Typically, these hBN layers are
treated as an inert buffer whose wide 6 eV bandgap [8]
allows it to serve as both a physical and electronic barrier
between different parts of the heterostructure device.
Deviations from this simplified picture are mostly
considered in the context of trapped charge defects or
dielectric breakdown.

In this article, we describe an experimental observa-
tion of a novel optoelectronic effect that challenges this
simple physical picture of perfectly insulating hBN
encapsulation. Specifically, we report the robust observa-
tion of a reversible, photoinduced current that appears
across the thick, dielectric hBN layer. The current is
observed in dozens of devices with varying geometries and
hBN thicknesses, consistent with other recent reports
[9, 10]. We report on a systematic doping, wavelength,
electric field and thickness dependent study of this effect in
two different TMD materials, which allows us to unam-
biguously point to Auger recombination as the central
mechanism involved. Our evidence is multifold. Firstly, we
observe photocurrents over a wide range of hBN thick-
nesses (3–90 nm in our devices) and, secondly, when
deconvolved from optical doping (Supplementary Fig-
ures 4–6), it is spatially uniform throughout all devices– as
verified via spatially scanning the excitation beam and by
verification using split gate devices. Such uniformity and
thickness independence make alternative explanations
such as dielectric breakdown or tunneling via in-gap defect
states in the hBN unlikely.

On the other hand, our systematic doping-, field- and
wavelength dependence studies, corroborated by theoret-
icalmodeling of relevant barrier heights in the twomaterial
systems, allow us to extract a Fowler–Nordheim tunneling
picture that is activated by an Auger process involving
holes and excitons, which differs from previous pictures
[9, 11] yet has some similarities with hot-carrier effects
as previously reported in graphene-hBN heterostructures
[12–14]. Crucially, this picture explains the substantial
differences in photocurrent efficiency between the two
materials directly from computed band alignments,
without postulating significant material-dependent varia-
tion in the efficiency of Auger excitation. This process adds
an important element to the physics of two-dimensional
TMD devices by introducing an optically controlled trans-
port path outside the material. Potentially, it can be
leveraged to locally sink unipolar currents from an opti-
cally defined “contact” that can be arbitrarily swept over a
device structure. In addition, we show that the variation in
current generation efficiency can provide insight into the
dynamics, transitions, and relaxation pathways of states
within the TMD.

2 Photocurrents in encapsulated
TMDs

Figure 1a shows the schematic of a typical device structure,
consisting in this case of a MoSe2 monolayer encapsulated
in hBN over a metal gate electrode. Upon off-resonant op-
tical excitation at 660 nm, a substantial current is
measured at the bottom gate, sourced from the MoSe2 via
its electrical contact. This photocurrent is substantial in
magnitude – up to 6 nA for an excitation power of 15 µW –
and appears only in the hole doped regime, as inferred
from photoluminescence (PL) emission (Figure 1b).

We first investigate the effect in detail using a dual-
gated device structure in which the TMD is grounded
through a side contact and the field to the top and bottom
gates can be independently varied (Figure 2a). The goal of
such a structure is to be able to decouple the doping
conditions from the electric field, and deduce the depen-
dence of the effect on either of them independently.
Figure 2b outlines the general band alignment of the TMD/
hBN/gate electrode system along with the direction of the
observed current. Plotting external quantum efficiency

Figure 1: Consistent cross-hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)
photocurrent.
a) Gate-voltage dependence of through-hBN photocurrent for the
inset device structure (device A) under 15 µW, 660 nm optical
excitation. This behavior is spatially uniform and is reproduced in a
series of devices of varying hBN thickness. b) Photoluminescent
emission from the same device showing presence of photocurrent in
the hole doped regime.
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(EQE) curves as a function of bottom gate for a MoSe2
device with no top gate (Figure 2c), we first observe linear
optical power dependence across three orders of magni-
tude, consistent with a single-photon excitation process.
Here, EQE is given as the number of carriers injected into
the gate per photon incident on the device structure. EQE
is notably lower for the dual gate MoSe2 device (Figure 2d)
due to absorption of incoming photons in the metal top
gate. Figure 2d, e shows the top gate current as a function
of both gates for MoSe2 andWSe2, respectively. Cuts along
the labeled lines are presented and analyzed in Figure 4.
By fixing the potential difference between the TMD and
the gate into which current flow is being measured, while
varying the potential at the other, we can examine the
doping dependence of the photocurrent process at fixed
field. At a field of 0.15 V/nm (lines (1) in Figure 2d, e), both
MoSe2 and WSe2 exhibit rapid onset of current upon hole
doping, and subsequent saturation with increasing

carrier density. Similarly, by incrementing the potential
on one gate, in opposition to the other, by a ratio pro-
portional to their relative capacitance, one can maintain
constant doping of the sample while varying the field
(lines (2) in Figure 2d, e), thereby yielding the pure field
dependence, independent of doping effects. While the
doping dependences of MoSe2 and WSe2 appear very
similar, the two materials exhibit a qualitative difference
in electric field dependence, with the MoSe2 current
switching on rapidly at negative field while the WSe2
current remains negligible until reaching a field of around
0.1 V/nm. Furthermore, even at high field, the EQE of the
photocurrent in WSe2 is an order of magnitude lower than
what is observed in MoSe2, a distinction which persists
under resonant excitation (see Supplementary Figure 11).
The decrease in top gate photocurrent at decreasing bot-
tom gate voltage is attributed to competition between the
two gates (see Supplementary Figure 3).

Figure 2: Power, field, and doping dependence in MoSe2 and WSe2.
a) Schematic of the dual-gated, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) encapsulated transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) structure designed to
enable independent control of doping and electric field between the TMDandmetal gates (deviceB). b) Band structure schematic for half of the
device in (a) illustrating the hole-side photocurrent into one of the top/bottom electrodes when the TMD is hole-doped and electric field
oriented toward the electrode. c) Quantum efficiency curves for a single-gated configuration (device A) show linear dependence on optical
power. Here, external quantumefficiency (EQE) is the ratio of carriers through the hBN to photons incident on the heterostructure. Dependence
of total current on gate conditions for MoSe2 (d) and WSe2 (e) shows qualitatively distinct characteristics. While both systems require hole
doping, WSe2 also exhibits minimal current below a field of 0.1 V/nm and much lower overall quantum efficiency relative to MoSe2.
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Figure 3a shows a spatial map of the photocurrent
generated by scanning a diffraction limited excitation spot
(see Figure 3b for the sample geometry). A graphite back
gate extends under part of a MoSe2 flake, vertically sepa-
rated from the graphite by 3 nm hBN. This geometry pro-
duces a lateral potential step when the gate potential is
adjusted relative to the TMD, as schematically shown in
Figure 3c. Tuning to the hole side results in enhanced
photocurrent generation along the edges of the gate. We
attribute this effect to details of the hole-doping mecha-
nism for MoSe2. While the Cr/Au edge contacts are trans-
parent to electrons, they are inefficient at injecting holes
into the monolayer. The presence of an in-plane potential
step, however, provides an alternative doping mechanism
via exciton dissociation upon optical excitation. Indeed,
dissociation is energetically favorable for a sufficiently
sharp step as long as the in-plane step exceeds the binding
energy of the exciton (Eb ∼200 meV [15]) as shown in
Figure 3c. This process is similar to the well-known, junc-
tion-induced exciton dissociation process in organic pho-
todetectors and solar cells, and is common to all

semiconductors with tightly bound excitons [16]. The
dissociated electron, subsequently, is able to leave via the
contact resulting in a net hole photodoping process. As the
photocurrent is a sensitive function of the doping in view of
the above observations, for sufficient optical power, the
steady-state photocurrent will be limited by the rate at
which holes can be replenished –which is governed by this
very edge-gate photodoping process. This becomes more
evident at increasing optical power levels, when other
doping mechanisms become comparatively negligible –
we refer to Supplementary Figures 4–6 for further details
and dual beam, power-dependent measurements con-
firming this picture. In addition, the doping of the sample
can also be inferred from PL emission. As shown in
Figure 3d, placing a strong excitation laser at the gate edge
while collecting PL from the center results in onset of trion
emission whenever the gate potential is greater than Eb
from charge neutrality (located at 0.27 V in this device). In
contrast, in the absence of edge illumination, the device
never accumulates holes or emits any hole-trions
(Figure 3e). Interestingly, the onset of electron doping is

Figure 3: Photodoping via exciton dissociation at lateral potential steps.
a) Spatial photocurrent map of an MoSe2 device (device C) with a local graphite back gate, schematic in (b), for off-resonant excitation at
660 nm. Enhanced current is seen when the excitation laser is located near an edge of the gated region, corresponding to a lateral potential
step. c) Schematic of exciton dissociation at a potential step, when the step height exceeds binding energy. Due to the limited ability of Cr/Au
edge contacts to inject holes into MoSe2, a hole photocurrent is maintained through neutral-exciton dissociation followed by an electron
current into the contacts and a hole current into the gated region. d, e) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra taken from the center of the gated
regionwith andwithout 660 nmexcitation at the gate edge, respectively. The onset of hole doping once the potential step exceeds Eb and lack
of trion oscillator strengthwithout edge excitation indicates that photodoping is the primarymechanism for hole-doping theMoSe2 structure.
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unaffected as efficient charge injection can still occur via
the contacts, independently of any photodoping effects.

While the former clearly illustrates the role of
doping in the process, it does not yet elucidate by which
mechanism holes are able to escape the TMD and
penetrate or bypass the hBN barrier. For an interface
between bulk crystals, a calculation of the band
offset along with information about the momentum in
the direction perpendicular to the interface would

provide the necessary electronic information to under-
stand the transport across the junction. However, for an
interface between a monolayer and a bulk crystal, the
notion of perpendicular momentum in the monolayer is
meaningless in view of the absence of periodicity in this
direction. Instead, the relevant picture is one where the
entire system is considered as one interface between the
monolayer and the bulk. By calculating the properties of
this interface, we can then obtain the relevant transport

Figure 4: Band structure calculations and kinetics.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of hybridization between transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) and hexagonal boron nitride
(hBN) states for MoSe2 (a), and WSe2 (b) indicate a valence band offset between TMD states and layer-hybridized states on the order of the
exciton energy, Exh. c, d) Dual-gate doping dependence of photocurrent from device B fitted to extract hot hole generation rate and relative
rates of tunneling and thermalization using a kinetic model. While both materials show a comparable hot hole generation, the lower internal
quantumefficiency (IQE) inWSe2 is explained by substantially slower tunneling relative to thermalization. IQE is obtained from the EQEdata in
Figure 2, after compensating for absorptivity of the TMD and photon losses in the top gate. Fitting the field-dependence of photocurrent to a
Fowler–Nordheim tunneling process gives effective barriers, Φ, of 50 meV in MoSe2 (e) and 300 meV in WSe2 (f).
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behavior. While the exact values depend on details of
the layer interface such as the orientation of the layers,
interfacial reconstruction and the exact hBN layer
thickness, the trends are clear and explain the observed
behavior well – especially, the notable difference be-
tween MoSe2 and WSe2.

3 Physics of photocurrents

To capture the interface physics and explain the observed
photocurrents, we start by using first principlesmethods to
compute the density of states (DOS) of a bilayer system that
consists of one monolayer of TMD and one monolayer of
hBN, after which we color each state according to its layer
hybridization (Figure 4a, b). The cyan states are unhybri-
dized, i.e., the state is localized either entirely in the hBN
layer or entirely in the TMD layer. The pure cyan states near
the band gap in Figure 4a, b should thus be understood as
TMD states, as the TMD band gap is much smaller than the
hBN band gap. Since the layers form an interface and
interact, we now also need to consider hybridization be-
tween them, which leads to delocalization across the
interface. For example, the magenta states have equal
weight in the TMD and hBN layer. The colors in between
pure cyan and magenta indicate a state with some weight
in each layer, with ratios given according to the scale bar.

To relate these DOS plots to the transmission of charge
carriers from the TMD to hBN, we note that hybridized
states (denoted by any color other than pure cyan) are
effectively delocalized across the interface and therefore
represent a pathway for a charge carrier to move between
the TMD and the hBN layers. Somewhat similar to the band
offset picture in bulk heterojunctions, the distance in en-
ergy from the TMD band edge (the cyan states near the gap)
to the first hybridized (non-cyan) states can now be
considered the effective band offset. In agreement with
other studies of MoSe2/hBN systems, the valence band
offset is much smaller than the conduction band offset,
indicating that holes canmuchmore readily travel from the
TMD to the hBN than electrons [9, 10].

These DOS plots elucidate qualitatively why the photo-
current in theMoSe2 system is larger than thephotocurrent in
theWSe2 system. They also indicate effective band offsets on
the order of the excitonic energy (∼1.6–1.7 eV [17, 18], see
Figure 4a, b). Since our experiments take place at cryogenic
temperatures (6 K), such energies are orders of magnitude
higher than the thermal energy in our system. The only
process capable of providing such energies is Auger recom-
bination, where the energy of an exciton is transferred non-
radiatively to a resident carrier – in our case, a hole. In the

presence of free holes, the exciton can undergo Auger
recombination, during which the exciton annihilation en-
ergy is completely transferred to the hole. The hole can then
scatter with a phonon in a very fast broadening process,
which allows it to access hybridized states away from the K
point. Consistentwith thedata inFigure 2c, the probability of
the Auger process at low excitation intensity is linear in
optical powerbecause it requires just one exciton, in contrast
to the commonly studied exciton-exciton Auger recombi-
nation, which has a quadratic dependence on excitation
intensity. Due to the larger conduction band offsets between
the TMD and hBN, hot electrons are unable to transfer into
the hBN before thermalizing – in line with the observed
electron–hole asymmetry in our experiments. In addition,
Auger recombination shifts a hole to an energy with a high
density of hybridized states inMoSe2,while the sameprocess
in WSe2 leaves the hole at an energy with a much lower
density of hybridized states, as indicated by the dashed lines
in Figure 4a, b. Thus, Auger recombination is much more
likely to result in a hole transmitted to the hBN in the MoSe2
system than in the WSe2 system. This trend should persist
regardless of the exact details of the junction such as the
exact hBN thickness. For instance, for the sake of computa-
tional efficiency, we model a monolayer of hBN instead of
the many different film thicknesses of hBN used in the ex-
periments (see DFT methods for details). Including many
layers of hBN should systematically lower the valence band
maximum of the hBN in each system [19], which may intro-
duce an additional tunneling barrier the hole must over-
come.Yet, a hole in theMoSe2 systemwould still encounter a
smaller tunnel barrier than a hole in the WSe2 system.

We examine the underlying Auger mechanism in
greater detail by deriving the dependence of photocurrent
quantum efficiency on doping from a simple kineticmodel.
In this model, Auger excited holes can either tunnel
through an effective barrier (the aforementioned barrier
minus the hot hole energy), or thermalize. By properly
accounting for charge replenishment and competing (non-
Auger) exciton decay paths, we can obtain approximate
values for the rates of Auger recombination, hot hole
thermalization and tunneling under detailed balance
conditions – we refer to the Supplementary materials for
details. We can use this model in combination with the
deconvolved field- and doping dependence in our devices
to extract relevant values. For example, fitting ourmodel to
the doping-dependence at fixed field allows us to extract
approximate values for the relative times of hot-hole
tunneling to thermalization (τtun/τter) and Auger recombi-

nation relative to all exciton decay paths (τTA/τ) for each
system (Figure 4c, d; Supplementary material for details).

We find a comparable τTA/τ of 103 for both systems.
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However, the relative thermalization rate (compared to
tunneling) inWSe2 (10

4) significantly exceeds that ofMoSe2
(102). This again reflects the higher effective tunnel barrier
for WSe2 as suggested by DFT. For the tunneling process
itself, we consider thefield dependence of the photocurrent
and model it as a Fowler–Nordheim tunneling process
(Figure 4e, f). Themodel reproduces the observed data very
well, and allows us to extract effective (net) barrier heights
for hot hole tunneling of 50meV forMoSe2 and 300meV for
WSe2, consistent with the relative difference seen in DFT
calculations.

We next consider the wavelength dependence of the
photocurrent under resonant excitation, which clearly
confirms the essential role of excitons, consistent with our
Auger picture. Figure 5a shows the variation in gate current
from the MoSe2 device in Figure 3. We ensure reliable hole
doping by photodoping through a strong (50 µW) above-
band laser. This value exceeds that of the other rates in our
system, and ensures barrier limiting (as opposed to charge-
replenishment limited) behavior. When subsequently
sweeping a variable wavelength laser (5 µW), we observe a

pronounced set of resonances. Comparing those against
the photoluminescence emission spectrum (Figure 5b) we
observe photocurrent emission coinciding with the exciton
and hole-trion resonances – as expected from the
perspective of an Auger picture involving excitons and
holes. The substantial photocurrent from the neutral
exciton in the hole-doped regime, despite low population
in PL, suggests an interesting interplay between the hole-
exciton scatteringmechanisms that create hole-trions (also
referred to as attractive polarons [20]) andAuger processes.
These observations imply that photocurrent may provide
an interesting probe of exciton dynamics, and could be
used to shed light on varying decay mechanisms in TMDs
as well as novel thermalization physics – as already sug-
gested by our kinetic model.

Finally, we consider similarities between the photo-
current mechanism and a previously documented Auger
exciton upconversion process [11]. When a TMD was
excited on resonance with the lowest energy 1s exciton, PL
emission was observed at higher energy (Rydberg) states
[15], including the 2s exciton and B exciton from a higher

Figure 5: Photocurrent under resonant excitation and competition with exciton upconversion.
a) MoSe2 (device C) photocurrent differential for 50 µW off-resonant gate-edge excitation and 5 µW variable-wavelength center excitation
shows current following the exciton and trion resonances seen in photoluminescence (PL) in (b). c) Upconverted photoluminescence spectra
taken at 759 nm excitation, documented in literature to arise from Auger excitation of the 1s A exciton, yielding emission of higher Rydberg
states, alongwith the B exciton. d) Reflectance spectra indicating that the B exciton state persists in the hole-doped regime. The onset of hole-
doping, however, corresponds to a loss of photoluminescence from the B exciton state and a corresponding onset of photocurrent, suggesting
a competition between exciton–exciton Auger and exciton–hole Auger, with the latter dominating in the doped regime.
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conduction band. In [11], this phenomenon was attributed
to exciton–exciton annihilation, a related Auger process in
which one exciton non-radiatively transfers its energy to
another, hot exciton. We indeed observe this phenomenon
in our MoSe2 devices (Figure 5c), allowing us to examine
the relationship between these processes. In reflectance
measurements (Figure 5d), we observe that the B exciton
state exists in both the neutral and the hole-doped regime.
However, in PL, which measures population, we observe a
rapid suppression of the B exciton upconverted emission
with hole doping (Figure 5c), while observing the presence
of a pronounced photocurrent in this regime. These ob-
servations suggest a competition between the hole-Auger
process and the upconversion process: the exciton–exciton
Auger process necessary to create the hot excitons that
ultimately relax into the B state appears to compete with
the hole-exciton Auger process. From a microscopic
perspective, these observations are consistent with the
relative densities of holes and excitons in our system. To
first order, from a gate capacitancemodel, we expect a hole
density of ∼7 × 1012cm−2V−1 which exceeds the approximate
exciton density of ∼1010 cm−2 at only a few megavolt past
the onset of hole doping. Assuming somewhat similar
exciton–hole and exciton–exciton Auger recombination
rates would then indeed suggest a significant suppression
of upconversion upon doping due to simple competition
between the two processes. More detailed analyses, with
independently calibrated carrier and exciton densities,
could therefore be used in combination with photocurrent
and upconversion measurements to bound the ratio be-
tween these respective rates more tightly.

4 Outlook

In conclusion, we have shown that photoexcitation of ex-
citons in hBN-encapsulated TMDs can give rise to a form of
“photoelectric effect” for holes that results in a net and
substantial current across the nominal hBN dielectric
barrier. We attribute this effect due to Auger-generated hot
holes being swept through the barrier by the electric field in
a tunneling process,whichwe substantiate by careful field,
doping, wavelength and power dependencies. We further
support our claimswith detailed, ab initio calculations that
matchwellwith our observations of a systematically higher
effective hole tunnel barrier for WSe2 as compared to
MoSe2. In addition to shedding light on the intrinsic Auger
effects in TMDs, which are important to evaluate their de-
vice performance as photodetectors and other optoelec-
tronic devices, our studies also demonstrate the
spectroscopic potential of photocurrent studies, and

provide a novel probe to study non-radiative effects such as
carrier thermalization in 2D semiconductors. Intriguingly,
if further studies confirm a certain degree of coherence in
the photoelectric effect, our findings may open the door
for on-chip, integrated probing of the local density of
states – in a way similar to advanced spectroscopic tech-
niques such as ARPES, but with greatly reduced
complexity and with nanoscale resolution.
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